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1



By means of neat sketches, explain the commonly used Vapor-Compression Cycles.



2.



Suppose a Carnot refrigerator operating between -250 C and 400 C consumes 0.5kW power. Determine the rate of energy removal (QL) from the cold body. If Carnot heat pump operating between the same reservoirs is required which rejects energy (QH) to the high temperature body at the same rate as the Carnot refrigerator is extracting from the cold body (QL). Calculate the power consumption.



3.



Explain the concept of thermodynamic reversibility with a suitable example. Why it can not be actually realised in practice? How do the conditions for maximum work coincide with those for thermodynamic reversibility?



4.



Assuming the heat of vaporization of water to be constant at 539 cal g-1, calculate the temperature at which water will boil under a pressure of 77.0 cm, the boiling point being 100.00°C at 76.0 cm. The specific volume of water vapour at 100°C and 76.5 cm pressure is 1664 cc.g-1 and that of liquid water is 1.cc. g-1. Explain the theoretical principles you used for calculation.



5.



Estimate residual enthalpy and residual entropy for an equimolar mixture of carbon dioxide (1) – nitrogen (2) at 400K and 135 bar pressure by the Redlich-Kwongg equation. dioxide: Tc = 304.2 K, Pc = 73.83 kPa, Vc = 9410-6 m3/mol nitrogen: Tc=126.2 K, Pc = 34.0 kPa, Vc = 8910-6 m3/mol



6.



Show that Raoult’s law describes VLE for an ideal gas-ideal solution system. How do you account for the deviations from ideal behaviour?



or ld



uW



A limiting case of binary LLE is that for which the phase is very dilute in species 1 and  phase is very dilute in species 2. Solve for the infinite dilution activity coefficient and discuss implication for extreme condition of LLE. The equilibrium constant for the reaction 2H2O(g)→2H2(g)+O2(g) at 2000°K and 1 atm bar pressure is given by K=6.45 X 10 – 8, determine the partial pressure of O2 if water vapor at 2000°K at 1 atm is allowed to come to equilibrium.
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By means of a neat sketch, describe the operation of a two-stage cascade refrigeration system.



2.



Find the relationship between COP of a Carnot heat pump and COP of a Carnot refrigerator.



3. a)



Define the terms : An ideal Liquid solution, Raoult’s Law, Fugacity, Chemical Potential.



b)



Derive Duhem-Margules equation for a system consisting of liquid solution of two components in equilibrium.



4. a) b)



Discuss the integral form of Clausius – Clapeyron equation and it’s applications. The mean heat of vaporisation of water in the temperature range between 90°C and 100°C is 542 Cal. g-1. Calculate the vapour pressure of water at 90°C, the value at 100.0°C being 76.0 cm.



5.



Estimate z, HR and SR at 70C and 200kPa for an equimolar vapour mixture of propane (1) and Pentane (2) using virial expansions. B11 = -276; B22 = -809; B12 = -466 cm3/mol.



6.



Derive the phase equilibrium criterion in terms of chemical potential. For various possible models of vapor and liquid phases, deduce gamma/phi formulations of vapor liquid equilibrium.



7.



Using stability analysis, show that LLE is predicted by the expression, GE / RT = A X1X2 ONLY FOR A ≥2



8.



At 400°C and at a total pressure of 1.013X105 N/m2, COCl2 is dissociated to the extent of 20% as shown by the equation, COCl2(g)  CO(g) + Cl2(g) a) Calculate K for this reaction. b) If this equilibrium is established at 400°C in the presence of argon at a partial pressure of 0.5065X105 N/m2, the total pressure is being 1.013X105 N/m2, how will be the equilibrium be affected?
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By means of a schematic diagram, explain the Linde liquefaction process.



2.



A house is to be maintained at 25oC in summer as well as in winter. For this purpose it is proposed to use a reversible device as a refrigerator in summer and as a heat pump in winter. The ambient temperature is 40oC in summer and 3oC in winter. The energy losses as heat from roof and walls is estimated at 5 kW per degree Celsius temperature difference between the room and the ambient atmosphere. Calculate the power required to operate the device in summer and winter.



3.



Mixtures of benzene and toluene behave almost ideally; at 30°C, the vapor pressure of pure benzene is 118.2 mm and that of pure toluene is 36.7 mm. Determine the partial pressure and weight composition of the vapour in equilibrium with liquid mixture consisting of equal weights of the two constituents M.W. of Benzene is 78 and of toluene is 92.



4. a)



Define and explain the terms : Heat of solution, integral heat of solution, Integral Heat of dilution, fugacity, activity and activity coefficient. Discuss the variation of activity in liquid mixtures with temperature and pressure.
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For a binary system represented by Margules equation GE / RT = x1 x2 (1.4 x 1 + 0.6 x 2) estimate the BUBL P and vapour composition at 55 C for x1 = 0.25 using modified Raoult’s law = 82.4 kPa and comp2, saturation pressures : comp l = 37.3 kPa.



6.



For a gas following two-term virial expansion, obtain expressions for GR, HR and SR.



7.



Some expressions for GE / RT are incapable of representing LLE an example is the Wilson’s equation, GE / RT = - X1 ln (X1 + X2 12) - X2 ln (X2 + X1 21) Show that the stability criteria are satisfied for all values of 12 , 21 and X1. Calculate the dissociation pressure of Ag2O at 200°C use the following data: At 25°C, H° = 28000 KJ/kg mole. G° = 8500 KJ/kg mole. For Ag : CP = 20.60 + 06.50 X 10 – 3 T Ag2O : CP = 53.87 + 38.90 X 10 – 3 T O2 : CP = 26.50 + 04.00 X 10 – 3 T ###
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Explain the operation of the Claude liquefaction cycle by means of a neat sketch.



2.



Two identical bodies of mass 500kg are initially at 300 K. It is suggested to operate a reversible refrigerator in between these two bodies to cool one body to 200 K while the second body is simultaneously heated to TH. Determine the value of TH and the minimum amount of work to be done on the refrigerator. The specific heat capacity of the bodies is 0.5 kJ/ kg. K.



3. a)



A rigid insulated vessel is divided into two parts by a partition. n1 moles of some gas is present in one portion at P1, T1 and n2 moles of some other gas is present in other portion at P2, T2. If the separation is removed and the gases are mixed adiabatically. Device a reversible path and explain how entropy change can be calculated? Derive expressions for entropy change. A vessel divided in to two parts by a partition, contains 4 mol of nitrogen gas at 75 oC and 30 bar on one side and 2.5 mol of argon gas at 130 oC and 20 bar on the other. If the partition is removed and the gases mix adiabatically and completely, what is the change in entropy? Assume nitrogen an ideal gas with Cv = 2.5 R and argon an ideal gas with Cv = 1.5 R.



4. a) b)



What are the criteria for ideal liquid solution? Using the concept of fugacity show that there is no heat change upon mixing the components of an ideal solution. Discuss the Gibbs – Duhem and the Duhem – Morgules equations with reference to their applications and limitations.
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1.



Determine expressions for GR , HR, SR implied by the vander waals equation of state.



6.



For the system ethanol(1)-toluene(2), calculate DEW P and liquid composition for t=60 C and y1 = 0.3 using modified Raoult law and Wilson equation for activity coefficients. Wilson parameters: v1 = 58.68 v2 = 106.85 a12 = 1556.45 a21 = 210.52 saturation pressures: ethanol = 52kPa ; toluene = 18.53 kPa.



7.



Show that equilibrium state of a closed system is that state for which the total Gibbs free energy is a minimum with respect to all possible changes at the given T and P. Acetylene is catalytically hydrogenated to ethylene at 1220°C and 1 bar total pressure. If the initial mixture consists of 1.5 mole of each acetylene and hydrogen, what will be the compositions of the products at equilibrium? The following formation reactions may be assumed. (i) C2H2→2C+H2 (ii) C2H2→2C+2H2 At 1220°C, K1 = 5.2; K2 = 5.2 ###
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